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Abstract—In large-scale peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming systems with a limited supply of server bandwidth, increasing the
amount of upload bandwidth supplied by peers becomes critically
important to the “well being” of streaming sessions in live
channels. Intuitively, two types of peers are preferred to be kept
up in a live session: peers that contribute a higher percentage of
their upload capacities, and peers that are stable for a long period
of time. The fundamental challenge is to identify, and satisfy the
needs of, these types of “superior” peers in a live session, and
to achieve this goal with minimum disruption to the traditional
pull-based protocols that real-world live streaming protocols use.
In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive and in-depth
statistical analysis based on more than 130 GB worth of runtime traces from hundreds of streaming channels in a largescale real-world live streaming system, UUSee (among the top
three commercial systems in popularity in mainland China). Our
objective is to discover critical factors that may influence the
longevity and bandwidth contribution ratio of peers, using survival
analysis techniques such as the Cox proportional hazards model
and the Mantel-Haenszel test. Once these influential factors are
found, they can be used to form a superiority index to distill
superior peers from the general peer population. The index can be
used in any way to favor superior peers, and we simulate the use
of a simple ranking mechanism in a natural selection algorithm to
show the effectiveness of the index, based on a replay of real-world
traces from UUSee.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Real-world live P2P multimedia streaming systems have been
successfully deployed in the Internet at a large scale, with
hundreds of channels and hundreds of thousands of users at
any given time. A salient advantage of P2P streaming systems
is the use of peer upload bandwidth contribution to complement
bandwidth supplies from a limited number of dedicated streaming servers, mitigating their load and allowing better scalability.
An important test to evaluate the effectiveness of live P2P
streaming protocols is how well a streaming system can scale
up to a number of peers beyond the threshold of what the
servers can sustain. Even though it is theoretically possible
to scale to an unlimited number of peers, as real-world peers
suffer from upload bandwidth limitations such as NAT traversal
challenges and firewalls, real-world systems with a limited pool
of server bandwidth supplies can only sustain a limited number
of peers, spreading across hundreds of channels. When such a
sustainable threshold is reached and then breached, some of
the peers are bound to suffer from reduced streaming quality,
characterized by the continuity of playback.
In such critical conditions, such as flash crowds, it is important to preserve and sustain the streaming quality of two
types of “superior” peers: those who contribute a higher ratio
of their upload bandwidth, and those who are stable for a long

period of time. The best peers would, of course, have both
excellent longevity and high upload contribution ratio. While
favoring such superior peers may sacrifice a small portion of
non-superior peers in terms of streaming quality, it must be
realized that if these superior peers are not given preference, the
risks of their departure would further disturb the stability and
bandwidth supply-demand balance in the system, which may
escalate to even higher levels of volatility. Such deterioration
of stability and deficit of bandwidth may spiral out of control.
In this paper, we conduct a comprehensive and in-depth
statistical analysis based on more than 130 GB worth of
run-time traces from hundreds of streaming channels in a
large-scale real-world P2P live streaming system, UUSee [1].
The system that UUSee Inc. operates is among the top three
commercial systems in mainland China, along with PPLive and
PPStream. Our objective is very clear: we wish to identify
critical performance metrics as risk factors that may influence
the longevity and bandwidth contribution ratio of peers. To
achieve this, we have parsed and imported all run-time traces
into a database, where we apply survival analysis techniques
such as the Cox proportional hazards model and the MantelHaenszel test to discover such influential factors.
Why do we need to discover performance metrics that may
influence the longevity and upload contribution ratio of peers?
Our purpose is to distill superior peers from the general peer
population, such that when push comes to shove as the system
scales up, we are able to give priorities to sustain the streaming
quality of these superior peers that we have identified. Our
objective is to be able to do this without adding additional
protocol overhead by redesigning the traditional pull-based
protocols being used in real-world systems, such as the pullbased streaming design of UUSee.
The original highlight of this paper is our ability to discover
such influential performance factors from large volumes of realworld traces, and to construct a superiority index based on these
factors and the results of our regression analysis. We argue
that such a superiority index can be used in any way to favor
superior peers. Based on a replay of real-world traces from
UUSee, we simulate the use of a simple ranking mechanism in
a natural selection algorithm, to show the effectiveness of such
a simple way of using the index. To our knowledge, though
the idea of distilling and favoring high-value and stable peers
is intuitively useful in real-world systems, there has been no
research in the literature that predicts the superiority of a peer
at an early stage of its session, especially with observations
derived from large-scale traces of commercial P2P streaming
systems.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Sec. II, we present our research methodologies with respect
to collecting, parsing, and importing UUSee run-time traces.
In Sec. III, we show our survival analysis of the traces to
identify influential performance factors on the peer longevity. In
Sec. IV, we shift our analytical focus to the upload contribution
ratio of peers. In Sec. V, we construct a superiority index based
on both longevity and upload contribution ratio of peers, and
simulate a simple ranking mechanism in a natural selection
algorithm to show the effectiveness of using the index. We
discuss related work and conclude the paper in Sec. VI and
Sec. VII, respectively.

(GMT+8), which contain continuous-time snapshots of the
streaming system throughout the period. We believe those
recent traces best captured the up-to-date characteristics of
peers in the millions-of-users scale, to which the application
has expanded over the years. A summary of the traces is listed
in Table I, including a few basic statistics for all the streaming
channels in the traces and for the most popular channel, CCTV
News, as an example. Here, a peer session refers to the lifetime
duration between the joining and the departure of a peer in a
streaming channel.
TABLE I
S UMMARY OF UUS EE T RACES
Statistics
All Channels
CCTV News
Number of Reports
125, 901, 574
4, 016, 575
Number of Peer Sessions
16, 295, 086
411, 887
Number of Unique IPs
4, 057, 325
247, 361

II. OVERVIEW OF T RACES FROM UUS EE
A. UUSee P2P Streaming Solutions
Supported by venture capital funding from established firms,
UUSee Inc. [1] is one of the leading P2P multimedia solution
providers in mainland China, featuring both legal contractual
rights to most of the channels of CCTV, the official Chinese
television broadcaster, and online broadcasting rights to 2008
Summer Olympics. With a large collection of streaming servers
around the world, it simultaneously broadcasts over 800 live
streaming channels to millions of peers, mostly encoded to
high quality streams around 500 Kbps. The users of UUSee
are distributed across all the major ISPs in China and over 40
countries in the world.
Similar to all current-generation pull-based P2P streaming
protocols, UUSee’s streaming protocol design is based on the
principle of allowing peers to serve each other by exchanging
blocks of data, which are received and cached in their local
playback buffers. The buffer at each peer represents a sliding
window of the media channel, containing blocks to be played
in the immediate future. The peer buffer size in UUSee is
500 media blocks, and each block represents 1/3 second of
media playback. Once a new peer joins a channel in UUSee,
an initial set of partners (up to 50) is supplied by one of
its tracking servers. The peer then establishes TCP or UDP
connections with these partners, and buffer maps are exchanged
periodically. During this process, it measures the thoughtput of
the connection, and then selects a number of most suitable peers
(around 30), from which it actually requests media blocks.
To dynamically monitor the entire live streaming system, we
have implemented detailed measurement and reporting capabilities within the UUSee client application. Each peer collects a
set of its vital statistics, and encapsulates them into “heartbeat”
reports to be sent to the tracking servers every 5 minutes via
UDP. The statistics include its IP address, the channel it is
watching, its buffer availability map, the number of consecutive
blocks in its current playback buffer (henceforth referred to
as the buffering level), instantaneous aggregate download and
upload throughput from and to all partners, as well as its
download and upload bandwidth capacities. The download and
upload capacities of a peer are estimated using measurementbased algorithms at the initial buffering stage of the peer [2].
B. A First Glance at Real-World Traces
Though we have been continuously monitoring the performance of UUSee, the study in this paper features a most recent
set of 130 GB worth of run-time traces, collected between
Thursday, May 29, 2008 (GMT+8) and Monday, June 2, 2008

Without a doubt, it is not suitable to handle such a large
volume of traces with the traditional plaintext-based data analysis such as XML parsing, due to its time complexity. Instead,
we have chosen to use MySQL, a high-performance database
featuring B-tree indexing, in-memory hash table and a userfriendly SQL language, to effectively manipulate volumes of
traces and explore hidden correlations within them. Even with
a well-tuned MySQL 5.0, deployed on a state-of-the-art server
platform with two Dual-Core Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz processors
and 2 GB memory, it has taken more than 10 hours to import all
of the traces into the database. Besides, SQL queries intended
for our statistical analysis may also easily take minutes or even
hours. To our knowledge, such in-depth analysis of traces at
this scale has rarely been attempted and documented in the
P2P streaming literature.

Fig. 1.

The evolution of population and streaming quality over all channels.

Why do we still need to refine the P2P streaming protocol
while it has been deployed in such a large scale? Our first
trace study, the results of which are shown in Fig. 1, exposes
an ever existing problem in real-world P2P streaming systems
that we cannot ignore: unlike the theoretical expectation of unlimited scalability, the streaming quality in real-world streaming
channels downgrades evidently at peak hours of the day with
flash crowds of users in the channels. Here, we evaluate the
streaming quality in a channel at each time as the percentage
of high-quality peers in the channel, where a high-quality peer
has a buffering level of more than 80% of the total size of
its playback buffer. The criterion of the buffering level (i.e.,
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B. Exploring the Risk Factors
We now seek to investigate critical factors that influence the
peer longevity, in order to discover useful insights to improve
peer stability.
1) Streaming Quality: Intuitively, unfavorable streaming
quality, to some extent, may result in the premature departure
of peers. Therefore, we start by investigating: Do peer longevity
patterns differ significantly under different levels of streaming
quality? To answer this question, we categorize peer sessions
according to the average buffering level achieved throughout
each session, and plot the survival curves, namely the survival
function estimated using the K-M algorithm, of the different
groups. Fig. 3 shows the survival curves for three session groups
with the average buffering level in the ranges of 0 − 25%,
25 − 75% and 75 − 100% of the total buffer size (500 blocks),
respectively. We can observe significant differences across the
survival curves, that the session duration is generally larger
when the streaming quality is better. We further statistically
validate our observations using the Mantel-Haenszel test [4],
also referred to as the log-rank test. The log-rank test is
commonly applied to test the null hypothesis that a set of
survival functions are statistically equivalent, in which the null
hypothesis is rejected if the result p-value is lower than the
significance level of 0.05. We have derived a log-rank test result
of p = 1−Prχ2 ,2 (14755) ≈ 0, which confirms the significance
of the differences among the survival functions for the three
groups.
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A. Survival Analysis and Censoring
Survival analysis represents a set of statistical methods for
the analysis of death or failure events and involves the modeling
of time to event data, i.e., the survival time. In our analysis of
peer longevity in each streaming channel, a peer’s departure
represents a failure or death event, and the time between its
joining and departure, the peer longevity (in minutes) is the
survival time to be modeled. In survival analysis of many
practical applications, censored survival data is common, in
that we do not know the accurate birth and/or death times of
an individual, but have only observed the time before which
the individual has been born and the time after which the
death occurs. Based on our every-5-minute trace collection
methodology, our peer longevity data derived from the traces
fall into a specific type of censored data, the grouped survival
data, in that the observations for birth/failure times are made
on fixed intervals, and the obtained large set of survival data
features many tied survival times. Fig. 2 gives an illustration
for such grouped censorship, in which oi−1 , oi , oi+1 are the
observation times.

where ni and di denote the number of peers alive by time
ti and the number of peers died in the interval of (ti−1 , ti ],
respectively.

0.4

In this section, we investigate the influence of various factors
on peer longevity in P2P streaming, using survival analysis
techniques. We first briefly introduce the basic idea of survival
analysis, explore the critical influential factors by survival
curve plotting and correlation study, and then derive a Cox
proportional hazards model to describe the relationship between
peer longevity and its influential factors.

where F (t) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
the longevity. A standard estimator of the survival function is
proposed by Kaplan and Meier, referred to as the product-limit
estimator or the K-M estimator [3]. Assume there are p distinct
failure times t1 , t2 , . . . , tp in ascending order such that t1 <
t2 < · · · < tp . The estimator is then defined as follows:

1
if t < t1 ,



Ŝ(t) =
ni −di
otherwise,
ti ≤t
ni

0.2

III. P EER L ONGEVITY: H AZARD R EGRESSION M ODELING

time t. Let random variable T represent the longevity of a peer
session, our survival function is defined as:
S(t) = Pr(T > t) = 1 − Pr(T ≤ t) = 1 − F (t),

Survival Function

the number of consecutive blocks in the playback buffer of
a peer, starting from the current playback position) has been
extensively used in the actual UUSee streaming protocol to
evaluate the current streaming quality of a peer. Accordingly,
we also use the peer buffering level as our basic streaming
quality metric, based on the rationale that the more blocks a
peer has cached in its buffer, the higher chance it has to enjoy
a smooth playback.
The less than satisfactory streaming performance with an
increasing number of peers — mainly ascribed to breaching the
sustainable threshold of limited server bandwidth — confirms
our supposition on the yet-to-improve scalability and stability
of large-scale P2P streaming systems, which constitute the
ultimate goal of study in this paper. To promote peer online
times for stable bandwidth supplies, we explore critical factors
that influence peer longevity; to increase the amount of peer
bandwidth supplies for better scalability, we investigate what
we can do to improve the percentage of peer bandwidth
contribution.
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Grouped survival data: an illustration.

In survival analysis, a survival function is frequently used to
describe the probability that an individual survives to a specific

Fig. 3. Survival curves for sessions with different levels of streaming quality.

Not satisfied by only revealing the relevance between the
streaming quality and session duration, we take one step further
to explore the best statistical metrics of the streaming quality,
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Survival curves for detecting the day of the week effect.
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Nevertheless, when we zoom into different times on a same
day and classify sessions according to the hours they start, the
effect of time becomes more evident. Fig. 6 exhibits visible
differences among survival curves for session groups of four
different starting times on May 30th: 15.3% of the peers starting
around 10 p.m. stay for more than an hour, while only 10% of
those starting around 10 a.m. have such a longevity. The logrank test results of p = 1 − Prχ2 ,3 (20.7) ≈ 0, rejects the null
hypothesis that survival functions are equivalent and validates
our observations.
Group 1: 4 a.m., May 30
Group 2: 10 a.m., May 30
Group 3: 4 p.m., May 30
Group 4: 10 p.m., May 30

0.0

Fig. 4(a) generally reveals a positive correlation between the
session duration and the average buffering level, but it is only
apparent above a certain threshold value around 225 − 250 for
both curves. We also notice that the curves slightly drop in
the last range of the buffering level, 475 − 500, which may
further reveal the difficulty to maintain a near-full buffer in
long streaming sessions, while a slightly less full buffer can
already guarantee a smooth viewing experience to keep the
peers staying longer.
The negative correlation between the standard deviation of
buffering level and session duration, as shown in Fig. 4(b),
meets our expectation that the less stable the streaming quality
is, the shorter the peers are staying. However, the correlation is
not strong and consistent enough for us to select the standard
deviation as the best risk factor to decide session duration.
We further investigate the tolerance of peers towards the
lowest possible streaming quality and the initial streaming
quality, by plotting the correlations with respect to the minimum
buffering level and initial buffering level of a session, in
Fig. 4(c) and Fig. 4(d), respectively. No dominant correlation
is observed in Fig. 4(c), revealing that the minimum buffering
level metric is not suitable for our purpose as well. On the
other hand, a strong and consistent positive correlation is
observed between the session duration and initial buffering
level in Fig. 4(d), with respect to both the median and average
curves. We further check such linear correlation by computing
Pearson’s correlation coefficients; and with the results showing
0.96 and 0.98 for the mean and median respectively, an
extremely strong positive linear correlation is suggested. This
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Correlation of session duration with metrics of streaming quality.
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observation represents the first interesting discovery in our
study that, out of the many possible streaming quality factors,
the streaming quality experienced by a peer at the beginning
stage of its playback critically influences the interest of a peer in
a streaming channel, regardless of any original interest towards
the possible content of the channel.
2) Joining Time: Other than the streaming quality, we
expect the time when a peer surfs the Internet also influences
its viewing behavior. To investigate how significant the effect of
the time is, we categorize the peer sessions according to their
start times and compare the survival functions of the resulting
session groups.
We first explore any possible effect of the day of the week,
using sessions starting at a same time on a weekday, Thursday
May 29th, and on the weekend, Saturday May 31st. Fig. 5
exhibits no significant difference between the two session
groups, no matter whether the start time is in the morning
(10 a.m.) or in the evening (10 p.m.). In addition, the results
of log-rank tests, p = 1 − Prχ2 ,1 (2.3) ≈ 0.06 > 0.05 and
p = 1 − Prχ2 ,1 (2.1) ≈ 0.07 > 0.05 for the 10 a.m. and 10
p.m. cases, confirm our observations that there is no significant statistical difference between the two survival functions,
respectively.
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that represents the most correlation with the session duration.
The factors to be compared are: the average buffering level
during a peer session, the standard deviation of the buffering
level throughout a peer session, the minimum buffering level
during a peer session, and the initial buffering level, as the
first buffering level measured when a peer starts its playback.
In each sub-figure in Fig. 4, we plot the average and median
session durations of each session group at different levels of
the respective streaming quality factor, as well as the smoothed
LOWESS curves [5].
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Survival curves for sessions starting at different times of a day.

In addition, we have investigated the differences among
survival curves of other times of the day and among different
days. The similar log-rank test results further confirm our
second interesting discovery: the peer joining time during one
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day’s course significantly decides how long it can stay, e.g.,
peers can afford to watch the streaming channels longer at
their evening leisure times; instead, the expected day of the
week effect, that peers may stay longer during the weekend,
turns out not to be important.
3) Channel Popularity: We next investigate whether peer
longevity may differ significantly across channels of different
popularity, by plotting the correlation between channel population and average session duration across all of the 800 streaming
channels in Fig. 7. Each sample in the figures represents
one streaming channel. The population of each channel is
computed as the average concurrent number of peers in the
channel over the trace period. To eliminate the time effect, the
average session duration for each channel is evaluated using
peer sessions in the channel, which start within one specific
hour, e.g., 9 a.m. and 9 p.m. on May 30th, as shown in the
figures respectively.

Channel Population

h(t; z) = h0 (t) exp(β T z) = h0 (t) exp(

(1)

where h(t; z) is the hazard rate at time t for a session with
covariate vector z; h0 (t) is an arbitrary non-negative baseline
hazard function, which is computed during the regression process; and β = (β1 , . . . , βp ) is a column p-vector of coefficients
corresponding to the covariates in z. In our regression modeling, the covariates are selected corresponding to the influential
factors on peer longevity we have observed in the previous
section: one continuous variable, BUF, is used to represent
initial buffering level at the peer. Another continuous variable,
POP, corresponds to the population of the channel the peer
is in. To represent the time of day effect of peer joins, we
divide the time in a day to 24 intervals, each corresponding to
one hour, and use 24 indicator variables, TODi , i = 0, . . . , 23,
to denote the joining time of a peer. For example, if the
peer joins its channel between 9 a.m. and 10 a.m., we have
TOD9 = 1 and TODi = 0, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , 23} \ {9}. The
covariates, along with their description and type, are listed in
Table II. Altogether, a covariate vector with p = 26 components
is used in our Cox regression.
TABLE II
C OVARIATES IN C OX R EGRESSION M ODEL
Covariate
Description
Type
BUF
Initial buffering level
Continues
POP
Channel population
Continues
TODi , i = 0, . . . , 23
Joining time of the day
Binary

(a) 9 a.m., May 30
(b) 9 p.m., May 30
Fig. 7. Correlation between channel population and average longevity in
log-log scale, with the linear fitting line and 95% confidence intervals.

C. Regression Modeling
With three important influential factors identified, we now
seek to model the peer longevity as a function of these factors,
using the regression techniques in survival analysis.
1) The Cox Regression Model: The Cox proportional hazards model [6] is a classical regression model for the analysis
of censored survival time with respect to their relationship
with covariates (which is the terminology in Cox modeling for
influential or risk factors). It models the relationship between
the covariates and censored survival time based on the hazard
function. A hazard function h(t), also referred to as the hazard
rate, represents the instantaneous failure rate for a session that
has survived to time t. Let T denote the duration of a survival
session. The hazard function is defined as:
Pr(t ≤ T ≤ t + Δt|T ≥ t)
.
h(t) = lim
Δt→0
Δt
In Cox regression modeling, it models the hazard rate at time
t for a session with covariate vector z = (z1 , . . . , zp ) as a
function of a baseline hazard function and the risk factors. The
basic Cox model is:

βk zk )

k=1

Channel Population

Fig. 7 exhibits an evident positive linear correlation between
the two quantities at the log-log scale, i.e., the more popular a
channel is, the longer the peers may stay. We have computed
the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients, and the pvalues for testing the null hypothesis that there is no significant
correlation between the two quantities. Both the Pearson’s
coefficients which gives 0.762 and 0.695 for 9 a.m. and 9 p.m.
respectively, and p-values that are extremely close to zero,
further validate the significance of the correlation. Therefore,
the channel popularity is identified as the third important risk
factor to decide peer longevity.

p


The Cox regression based on the model in (1) derives
the values of regression coefficients βi , i = 1, . . . , p. As a
probabilistic model, we can then estimate the probability that
a session lasts to any specific time t (i.e., the survival curve of
the session), given the values of the covariates for the session
and using the derived coefficients. In the following section, we
first discuss how we estimate β, and then we show how the
derived Cox model can be used in the estimation of session
duration in Sec. III-C3.
2) Maximum Likelihood Estimation: To derive the regression coefficients in the Cox model in Equation (1) based on
our large sets of grouped survival times, i.e., the peer session
durations derived from the every-five-minute traces, we employ
a maximum likelihood estimation algorithm similar to that
proposed by Prentice et al. [7] for grouped data version of
the Cox model. In this model, peer session durations are
grouped into intervals Ai = [ai−1 , ai ), i = 1, . . . , r with
a0 = 0, ar = ∞. Assuming all sessions start at a0 , the
durations of sessions ended in Ai are all recored as ti . From
(1), the probability of observing a session duration ti on a peer
session with covariate vector z is
i−1
 exp (β T z)
exp (β T z)
]
αj
(2)
[1 − αi
j=1



where
αj = exp(−

aj

h0 (u)du)

aj−1

is the conditional survival probability in Aj for an individual
with z = 0. The likelihood function of the regression model in
(1) is the product of terms (2) over all the peer sessions in the

traces.
Let γj = log(− log αj ). The logarithm of the likelihood
contribution from each session, as in (2), can be written as

We use the expected session time in the survival curve of a
session with z, as the most probable session duration of the
session. In this way, given a covariate vector z, we are able
to predict the most probable session duration using our Cox
regression model.
Recall that our regression model is trained using only a
limited set of session data from 20 random channels. We now
evaluate its accuracy in estimating the duration of sessions from
other channels, with representative results in Fig. 8.
Fig. 8 plots the measured median durations, along with
the predicted durations in highlighted (solid) curves, of peer
sessions at different levels of initial buffering level (BUF),
with four different cases of POP and TOD: Fig. 8(a) and
(b) plot sessions started around 10 p.m. (TOD22 = 1), in
a popular channel (POP = 3162) and in a less popular
channel (POP = 251), respectively; and Fig. 8(c) and (d) plot
sessions in the same channel (with POP = 632), starting at
10 a.m. (TOD10 = 1) and 10 p.m. (TOD22 = 1), respectively.
Predictions in all four figures fall into the 75% confidence
intervals (in dash lines), which validates the usefulness of our
regression model — derived using a small portion of session
data — in the accurate prediction of session durations in the
entire traces.

TABLE III
M AXIMUM L IKELIHOOD F IT OF C OX R EGRESSION M ODEL IN (1)
Intervals
0–1
2–3
4–5
6–7
8–9
10–11
12–13
14–15

γ̂
-0.2953
-1.3747
-1.5993
-1.7477
-1.6648
-1.7799
-1.7433
-1.8224

Std. Err.
1.13e-04
1.62e-04
1.95e-04
2.40e-04
2.58e-04
3.13e-04
3.49e-04
4.22e-04

The use of the Cox regression model is based on a presumed
proportional hazards assumption [6], that the ratio of the hazard
rates of two sessions is only dependent on their covariate
values, but independent of time. As a check on the proportional
hazards assumption, we apply the likelihood ratio test [8].
The result of the test gives a very small χ2 value of 376
on 26 d.f., which is far below the 0.05 significance level.
Therefore, the proportional hazards assumption stands, and the
appropriateness of using the Cox regression model with the
covariates in Table II is confirmed.
3) Longevity Prediction and Model Validation: With the
Cox regression model established, we can now derive the
survival curve of a session with covariate vector z. For the
grouped Cox model, the estimator of the survival function with
1 The maximum index of γ̂ is decided by dividing the maximum session
duration from the traces by the trace collection interval of 5 minutes.
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1.19e-07
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exp(γj + β z). (3)

In this way, the original Cox regression problem is converted
to a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) problem, in which
we estimate the parameters (γ̂, β̂) that maximize the likelihood
represented as the sum of terms (3) over all the peer sessions,
based on the data of their session durations and risk factor
values. To carry out the maximum likelihood estimation, the
Newton-Raphson approach can be easily applied.
In Table III, we present the results of maximum likelihood
estimation, using data from 231570 sessions in our traces. The
sessions used are from 20 channels randomly selected from
over 800 channels in the traces. The purpose for such sampling
is not only to expedite the speed of maximum likelihood
estimation, but also to exhibit the usefulness of our model,
trained using only a limited set of samples, as is to be illustrated
in the following section. Due to space constraints, we have
chosen to show the estimated values of selected components
of β̂ and γ̂ 1 , along with their standard errors. The negative
β̂ values corresponding to BUF and POP validate our earlier
observations on their positive effects on the session duration:
the higher the initial buffering level is and the more popular
the respective channel is, the lower the failure probability of a
peer session is, and thus the session duration could be longer.
Although the p-value for each β̂ is not given in the table, due
to the space limit, all p-values are far below 0.05, suggesting
all covariates are significant.

β̂
-0.0310
-0.2787
0.8034
0.0586
0.4421
0.6915
0.7540
0.7000

exp(− exp(γˆj + β̂ T z)).

j=1
T

j=1

Covariate
BUF
POP
TOD0
TOD4
TOD8
TOD12
TOD16
TOD20

k−1


(b) TOD22 = 1, POP = 251
Peer Longevity

k−1


Ŝ(tk ; z) =

Peer Longevity

l = log(1 − exp(− exp(γk + β z))) −
T

covariate vector z at time tk can be written as:
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(d) TOD22 = 1, POP = 632

Regression model validation by prediction of the peer longevity.

The peer longevity model derived in this section provides
a useful tool for the estimation and promotion of peer session
duration in P2P streaming, in order to enhance the stability and
eventually the streaming quality in the system. Practically, we
may only be interested in promoting the longevity of highvalue peers, i.e., the ones who can contribute a high level
of upload bandwidth. A question arises: how can we decide,
especially at the early stage after peer joins, which peer can
contribute significantly throughout its session time? In the
following section, we seek to find the answer to this question.
IV. BANDWIDTH C ONTRIBUTION R ATIO :
I NFLUENTIAL FACTORS
Intuitively, a peer may upload more when it inherently has
a large upload capacity, e.g., the case of an Ethernet peer.
Nevertheless, it is not necessarily so that a peer is always able

Bandwidth Contribution Ratio
Fig. 9.
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Correlation of bandwidth contribution ratio with session duration.

We now turn to factors that may fundamentally limit the
upload ability of a peer, e.g., low buffering level that represents
a limited number of blocks to serve other peers, or inter-peer
bandwidth bottlenecks that prohibit the full utilization of lastmile capacities.
B. Streaming Quality
We first investigate the effect of buffering level on the
bandwidth contribution ratio of a peer. Fig. 10 plots the

Fig. 10.
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Median

Average Buffering Level

Bandwidth Contribution Ratio

average and median bandwidth contribution ratios of session
groups at different levels of streaming quality, in terms of the
average buffering level throughout the session duration and the
initial buffering level of the sessions, respectively. A positive
correlation can be observed in both plots, confirming our guess
on the impact of peer buffering level on the utilization of
its upload capacity. Similar to Fig. 4(a), the correlation in
Fig. 10(a) is more evident when the average buffering level
is beyond a threshold value around 225 – 250.On the other
hand, Fig. 10(b) reveals a stronger linear positive correlation
between bandwidth contribution ratio and the initial buffering
level, with respect to both the median and average curves. This
surprising observation, that the initial buffering level of a peer
session exhibits better correlation with the average bandwidth
contribution ratio throughout the session, other than the average
buffering level, represents an interesting discovery in our study,
which works in favor of us: the average bandwidth contribution
level of a peer during its lifetime may be quite accurately
predicated using its initial streaming quality upon joining, such
that a number of measures can be taken immediately to favor
those high-contribution peers.
Bandwidth Contribution Ratio

to contribute all its upload bandwidth for streaming. In seeking
the causes, we do not consider the selfishness of peers, as none
of the well-known real-world P2P streaming applications implement any mechanism allowing peers to decide its bandwidth
contribution level; we also exclude the possibility of significant
protocol inefficiency in UUSee P2P streaming, based on our
knowledge of its elaborated peer selection and NAT/firewall
traverse algorithms implemented to maximize peer bandwidth
utilization. Indeed, our focus is on the “objective” factors,
such as the network condition and the streaming quality, that
may have led to low levels of peer bandwidth contribution.
Considering most ISPs in China confine the upload capacity to
512 Kbps, we define 512 Kbps as the threshold capacity in this
paper, and introduce the bandwidth contribution ratio, the ratio
of contributed bandwidth at a peer over the threshold capacity,
to measure the normalized upload bandwidth utilization in the
P2P system. Note that in special cases where the ratio is greater
than 1, they are considered as 1 for the convenience of our
study. In this section, we seek to explore the important factors
that decide the average bandwidth contribution ratio over a
session’s course, in order to derive useful insights to identify
potential high-contribution peers using the combination of the
ratio and upload capacity of each peer.
A. Peer Longevity
Long-lived peers, who are online for a long period of time,
are generally regarded as superior peers, not only due to their
stability, but also based on a hidden assumption: those stable
peers may contribute more of their upload capacity to the
P2P streaming. But is this assumption true? To investigate
this question, we plot in Fig. 9 the average and median
bandwidth contribution ratios of sessions at different levels of
the session duration, as well as the smoothed LOWESS curves.
The bandwidth contribution ratio of each session is computed
by dividing the average upload bandwidth of the peer during the
session, whose measurement methodology was mentioned in
Sec. II-A, by the threshold capacity of 512 Kbps. No significant
correlation has been observed in Fig. 9, which suggests long
session duration and high bandwidth contribution level do not
necessarily happen altogether at the same peers, and also turns
away peer longevity from our influential factor candidate set.

Average
Median

Initial Bufferring Level

(a)
(b)
Correlation of bandwidth contribution ratio with streaming quality.

C. ISP Membership
We next investigate any bottleneck effect on the inter-peer
links, that may limit the utilization of the last-mile capacities at
the peers. Our previous study in [2] has revealed the existence
of bandwidth bottlenecks along inter-ISP P2P links in UUSee
P2P streaming network. Considering that peers in larger ISPs
have a higher percentage of intra-ISP links while peers in small
ISPs may mostly connect to partners in other ISPs, we wonder
whether the achievable bandwidth utilization ratios represent
any difference among peers in ISPs of different sizes. To
investigate this issue, we categorize peer sessions according to
their ISP membership, and compare the bandwidth contribution
ratios of different session groups. As we have identified the
significant impact of initial buffering level on the ratio, we
plot the correlation of average bandwidth contribution ratio
and initial buffering level for each session group respectively,
and compare the resulting plots in Fig. 11. In each of the
figures, we not only show the smoothed LOWESS curves,
but also plot the fitted linear regression line (in dash) of the
average bandwidth contribution ratios at different levels of
initial buffering level. The ISP each session group corresponds
to is marked at the upper-left corner. Note that the ISPs are
listed in the descending order of their peer population. Statistics
from the linear regression analysis of each figure are given in
Table IV.
From Table IV, we observe small values of the slopes for the
regression lines in Fig. 11, due to the large difference in the
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Fig. 11. Correlation of bandwidth contribution ratio with initial buffering level
in different ISPs.
TABLE IV
L INEAR R EGRESSION S TATISTICS FOR S ESSIONS IN D IFFERENT ISP S
ISP

Size

Slope

Intercept

Corr. Coef.

p-value

TELECOM
CNC
TIETONG
CERNET
UNICOM

8 × 105
5 × 105
2 × 104
7 × 103
6 × 102

1.39e-3
1.03e-3
9.91e-4
9.25e-4
7.51e-4

4.24e-2
3.93e-2
5.14e-2
4.36e-2
5.51e-2

0.67
0.41
0.49
0.50
0.52

≈0
≈0
1e-279
7e-119
3e-95

magnitudes of bandwidth contribution ratios and buffering levels. Nevertheless, the positive correlation coefficients, together
with the near-0 p-values, validate the significance of the slopes,
and also confirm the significance of the correlation between
initial buffering level and bandwidth contribution ratio in the
cases of each ISP. The most interesting observation we can
make from Fig. 11 and Table IV is: the slope of the regression
line is steeper for ISPs of a larger size, and is flatter in the cases
of smaller ISPs. In another word, at a same initial buffering
level, peers in larger ISPs may have a higher bandwidth
contribution ratio than those in smaller ISPs. Considering peers
in larger ISPs may have more neighbors in the same ISPs than
those in small ISPs, such an observation can be explained by
the less impact of inter-ISP bandwidth bottleneck on the upload
capacity utilization at peers in larger ISPs than those in small
ISPs. This represents another interesting discovery in our study
of influential factors to bandwidth contribution ratio, that the
ISP membership of a peer also decides its ability to utilize
its upload capacity, which we may also make use of in the
selection of high-contribution peers.
V. S UPERIORITY I NDEX : A S IMPLE
P EER R ANKING M ECHANISM
The regression model for peer longevity and influential
factors to the bandwidth contribution ratio bring useful insights
towards the improvement of stability and scalability of largescale P2P streaming systems. As an important application, we
propose a Superiority Index, for distilling superior peers during
streaming, which can potentially stay in the system for a long
time and contribute a high level of upload bandwidth. The index
is defined in the following fashion:
Superiority Index = Predicted Peer Longevity ×
Estimated Average Upload Bandwidth
As the product of estimated peer session duration and average
upload bandwidth during the session, the Superiority Index

estimates the potential overall bandwidth contribution at a peer
during its session time. Such a Superiority Index can be used to
design a simple ranking mechanism in a natural peer selection
algorithm, that augments the current P2P streaming protocol,
as follows.
In a P2P streaming protocol such as UUSee, new peers
connect to a set of existing peers randomly assigned by the
tracking server, and each existing peer would treat all new
connected peers equivalently and divide its upload bandwidth
among them. In our proposed natural selection algorithm, after
each new peer has connected and obtained its initial streaming
bandwidth, the upstream peer will decide on the potential
contribution of the peer by computing its Superiority Index; it
then ranks all the new peers connected to itself by their superior
indices, and only those peers with large superior indices are
kept as the neighbors, while those with small index values
will be disconnected. The rationale behind this peer selection
process is that, given the limited upload bandwidth in the
system, we may only wish to keep the superior peers with
potentially better stability and upload bandwidth contribution,
and cut off inferior peers as soon as possible, for better stability
and scalability of the entire system.
In computing the Superiority Index of each peer, the peer
longevity is predicated using the Cox regression model we
derived in Sec. III-C1, based on the initial buffering level the
peer has experienced, the channel it is in and its joining time
of the day. The average upload bandwidth is estimated by
multiplying the bandwidth contribution ratio we discussed in
Sec. IV, with the threshold capacity of 512 Kbps if the peer
is an ADSL peer (as in China the upload capacity of a major
portion of ADSL peers are limited to 512 Kbps by ISPs), or
with the total upload capacity of the peer in the case of Ethernet
peers. The bandwidth contribution ratio of a peer can be derived
using its ISP membership and initial buffering level, based on
the linear relationships we have derived Sec. IV between the
ratio and the initial buffering level in each ISP.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the Superiority Index in
distilling superior peer and promoting the “well-being” of the
streaming system, we have implemented the natural selection
algorithm in a P2P streaming system, that emulates UUSee
protocols and replays the real-world scenarios captured by the
traces. In our experiments, we emulate the streaming of channel
CCTV1 over one day’s course with the same number and ISP
distribution of participating peers, as captured in the traces of
May 30, 2008. We also emulate peer dynamics by having peers
join and depart from the channel following the peer arrival
times and session durations derived from the traces. The upload
and download capacities of each peer are generated according
to their respective distributions summarized from the traces as
well.
In our experiments, we run the P2P streaming system without
and with the natural selection in place, and compare the average
streaming quality in the channel achieved over time. Given
the evolution of the peer population in the channel shown in
Fig. 12(a), Fig. 12(b)(c) plot the achieved average streaming
quality in the two cases, respectively. We can observe that
while the streaming quality in Fig. 12(b) drops significantly
whenever there is a large peer crowd, the streaming quality
downgrade in a system with the natural selection protocol,
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characterizing their distributions, our work focuses on the
identification of critical influential factors to the peer longevity
and bandwidth contribution ratio. Second, we use statistical
regression techniques to model the relationship between the
influential factors and peer longevity or bandwidth contribution
ratio, the insights from which can be used to design better P2P
streaming protocols that promote both stability and bandwidth
contribution of the peers.
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Fig. 12. Comparison of streaming performance with and without the natural
selection (NS) algorithm.

as shown in Fig. 12(c), is significantly less. In addition, the
streaming quality can much more quickly recover its original
level whenever a flash crowd occurs, which can be more clearly
observed from a zoom-in to the peak hours of 6 p.m. to 12 a.m.
in the two sub figures, as plotted in Fig. 12(d).
In addition, Fig. 12(e) plots the aggregate upload bandwidth
of peers in the streaming channel during the peak hours, in
the cases with and without the natural selection. We can see
the aggregate bandwidth contribution in the system with the
natural selection is generally larger than that without it, due to
the promotion of high bandwidth peers in the system.
All the above observations exhibit the effectiveness of the
proposed superiority index in a natural selection algorithm,
which effectively promotes the session duration of high contribution peers, thus enhancing the overall streaming quality in
the P2P streaming system.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
In recent years, significant research efforts have been devoted to the measurement and improvement of real-world P2P
systems. To investigate the scalability and stability of these
systems, existing studies mostly focus on the measurement and
characterization of the P2P topologies [9], throughput levels [2],
and peer churns [10].
With respect to measurements related to peer longevity,
Wang et al. [11] justified the importance of stable peers in an
analytical model for the P2P system. Stutzbach et al. [12] characterized peer arrivals and departures in three popular P2P filesharing systems (BitTorrent, Kad and Gnutella). Hei et al. [10]
measured the distribution of peer life time in a commercial P2P
streaming system, PPLive, while Li et al. [13] also revealed that
the peer session durations follow a heavy-tailed distribution.
Chen et al. [14] have characterized the influence of network
QoS metrics on peer sessions in a P2P VoIP application, Skype.
Our work distinguishes from all existing measurement works
in the following two important aspects. First, rather than simply

VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
Our focus in this paper is to explore the influential factors
to peer longevity and bandwidth contribution level in practical
large-scale P2P streaming applications, utilizing over 130 GB
worth of real-world traces from a real-world P2P streaming
system, UUSee. As our key contributions, we have not only
identified the key influential factors that decide the duration of
peer sessions, but also modeled their relationship into a Cox
regression model, using a survival analysis approach. Similarly,
with respect to the bandwidth contribution ratio at each peer,
we have discovered the impact of the peer initial buffering
level and ISP membership, and have linearly modeled their
correlations. As an important application of our discoveries,
we have designed a superiority index for distilling superior
peers from the general peer population, and have applied the
index in a natural selection algorithm to promote the session
duration of high contribution peers. Our evaluations based on a
replay of real-world streaming traces validate the effectiveness
of this superiority index in improving the overall stability and
scalability of the P2P streaming system.
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